
Products for Pet Care



About us

➢ Leading manufacturer of cleaning, protector and care products in Nordic countries

➢ Headquartered in Espoo, Finland

➢ Solid professional experience since 1991

➢ Eco-friendly and innovative technologies 

➢ Products designed and produced in Finland (EU)

➢ Production done in accordance with EFQM Excellence Model that covers ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards.

➢ Products exported to and present in over 15 countries



Products for Pet Care

Curing and protective wax, based on natural ingredients for animal paws and skin. The paws
and animal skin is formed with a strong film-like membrane that protects footings from slippery
as well as from sand, hot pavement, asphalt, ice, salt and sticking of snow and all kinds of
irritations.

Prevents paws and ears frostbite and protects from low temperatures.

Can be used for dry, cracked and inflamed paws. Quickly absorbs into the skin.

Apply a thin layer of the wax on the dedicated area before walk.

Paw and Skin Wax

Product size: 100ml 
Order size: 12 pcs 
Product code: 716235 
EAN-code: 6416977716235
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Softcare Odour Control is a useful and effective odour eliminator for homes with pets. It easily
removes odors and unpleasant pet smells from textiles, leather and room space which are left
by animal secretions, odors and other distracting scents.

This is new generation product which not only covers the smell, but breaks down the gas that
causes the smell chemically. Effective for all organic odors, can be used eg. for accessories,
sleeping platforms, automobile textiles and agility in the halls. Absolutely harmless to pets, long
lasting and easy to use.

Instructions for use: First, remove visible dirt and then spray the deodorant directly to the odor
source. Wait a few minutes, so that the product has time to act. Repeat the application
procedure if necessary.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 300ml 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716150 
EAN-code: 6416977716150

Odour Control
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New Softcare products is a solid combination of two effective products which successfully
removes stains and odours as well as other unpleasant pet smells from textiles, leather and
room space which are left by animal secretions, odors and other distracting scents. This is new
generation product which not only covers the smell, but breaks down the gas that causes the
smell chemically. Absolutely harmless to pets, long lasting and easy to use.

Instructions for use: In order to remove stain, spray on the stain and let the product work a few
minutes. Wipe off with terry cloth or other soft cloth. Repeat treatment if necessary. You can
also pre-treat stains before normal laundry. In order to remove unpleasant smells, please
remove visible dirt first and then spray the product directly to the odour source. Wait a few
minutes, so that the product has time to act. Repeat the application procedure if necessary.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Odour and Stain Remover

Product size: 300ml. 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716204 
EAN-code: 6416977716204
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New Softcare products is a solid combination of two effective products which successfully
removes stains and odours as well as other unpleasant pet smells from textiles, leather and
room space which are left by animal secretions, odors and other distracting scents. This is new
generation product which not only covers the smell, but breaks down the gas that causes the
smell chemically. Absolutely harmless to pets, long lasting and easy to use.

Instructions for use: In order to remove stain, spray on the stain and let the product work a few
minutes. Wipe off with terry cloth or other soft cloth. Repeat treatment if necessary. You can
also pre-treat stains before normal laundry. In order to remove unpleasant smells, please
remove visible dirt first and then spray the product directly to the odour source. Wait a few
minutes, so that the product has time to act. Repeat the application procedure if necessary.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Odour and Stain Remover

Product size: 500ml. 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716211 
EAN-code: 6416977716211
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Effective protection for a variety of animal accessories.

Softcare Accessory Protector can be successfully used for both animal apparel and leather
strap, saddlery and human outdoor apparel, furniture surfaces to prevent wetting and soiling.
The product does not change the feel of the material nor color, but provides effective
protection safely. The water repellency becomes extremely effective and does not require
additional treatment for at least 1 year.

Instructions for use: Spray protector on the surface to be treated so that it is wetted thoroughly
and allow to dry at room temperature for 2 hours before use. Make sure the treatment is
conducted in a well-ventilated area or outdoors. Repeat the treatment if necessary.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 500ml 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716082 
EAN-code: 6416977716082

Accessory Protector 
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Effective protection for a variety of animal accessories.

Softcare Water Based Accessory Protector can be successfully used for both animal apparel and
leather strap, saddlery and human outdoor apparel, furniture surfaces to prevent wetting and
soiling. The product does not change the feel of the material nor color, but provides effective
protection safely. The water repellency becomes extremely effective and does not require
additional treatment for at least 1 year. Suitable for all textile, leather and artificial leather
surfaces.

Instructions for use: Spray surface evenly moist and let dry. The protection comes to its full
effect in 24 hours. Repeat the treatment if necessary.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 500ml 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716228 
EAN-code: 6416977716228

Water Based Accessory Protector 
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Softcare Conditioner for fur conditions the fur, making it smooth whilst effectively removing
static electricity, reducing fly-away hairs and making fur easy to comb. Easy to use, wash and
add the conditioner and rinse. It is safe for animals, without sulfate and scent or other harmful
ingredients. The product is environmentally friendly and does not contain fragrances or
colourants.

Instructions for use: Apply conditioner starting behind the ears, from the neck to the tail, and
down the legs. Let work for a minute and thoroughly rinse off. Avoid getting any conditioner in
animal's eyes, ears or nose.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 250ml 
Order size: 12 pcs 
Product code: 716105 
EAN-code: 6416977716105

Conditioner for fur
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Softcare Spray for fur eases brushing and gives the fur a nice lustre as well as removes static
electricity. It is designed to make the fur easy to comb by detangling the fur and helping the
comb to easily glide through the fur. The product is suitable for all types of fur and animal hair
and helps keep that in good condition. It is safe for animals, without sulfate and scent or other
harmful ingredients. The product is environmentally friendly and does not contain fragrances or
colourants.

Instructions for use: Spray on the fur and brush evenly. Can be used both on towel-dry fur or
used as a leave-on product without rinsing.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 250ml 
Order size: 12 pcs 
Product code: 716112 
EAN-code: 6416977716122

Spray for fur
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Softcare Shampoo for animals is a gentle sulfate free fur shampoo for washing animal furs.

Suitable for all animals. Softcare Shampoo for animals is luxurious and gentle, with
exceptionally good lather properties as a sulfate free system. Some animal's fur is very fine and
delicate, and for this reason products intended for humans (i.e. regular shampoo) should not be
used on animals. The product does not contain sulfates, fragrances or colourants.

Instructions for use: Apply and lather on moist fur, starting behind the ears, from the neck to
the tail, and down the legs. Avoid getting any shampoo in animal's eyes, ears or nose. For
extremely fine and delicate fur dose a small amount of Softcare Shampoo for animals on your
hand and mix with water.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Product size: 250ml 
Order size: 12 pcs 
Product code: 716099 
EAN-code: 6416977716099

Shampoo for animals
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Brightening Shampoo cleans coat gently and brings out natural bright features of the hair as
well as makes the hairs feel softer. Natural based active component Xylitol moisturizes and adds
extra sparkle to the coat. Well suitable to all colors.

Directions for use: Apply and lather on moist fur. Rinse well.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Brightening Shampoo

Product size: 250ml. 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716242 
EAN-code: 6416977716242
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Puppy & Kitten shampoo is designed for gentle bathing while natural coconut oil moisturizes
and nourishes the skin. Prevents static electricity and knot formation in wool. Suitable also for
adult cats and dogs.

Directions for use: Apply and lather on moist fur. Rinse well.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Puppy & Kitten shampoo

Product size: 250ml. 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 716259 
EAN-code: 6416977716259
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Softcare Animal Room PowerWash is specially developed for cleaning of animal facilities and
equipment as well as removing organic dirt. It does not harm washable surfaces and is
environmentally friendly, easily and quickly biodegradable, safe for the user and animals.
Removes organic dirt and soil — including fecal matter — effectively.

Instructions for use: Spray or spread on the surface and rinse with clean water to remove the
dirt and detergent residues. On textiles, test first on invisible area to prevent the colours from
bleeding or use Softcare Textile Cleaner if needed.

Packaged in a spray bottle made of aerosol-free recyclable plastic that can be burnt or recycled
as mixed waste when bottle is empty.

Animal Room PowerWash

Product size: 500ml. 
Order size: 6 pcs 
Product code: 713548 
EAN-code: 6416977713548
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Softcare Cleaning sponge is an efficient tool for cleaning and removing hair!

The new material, PVA, efficiently sucks in the moisture and dirt. The sponge can be
wrung out, leaves no lint or streaks and even cleans without detergents like a
microfibre cloth. The sponge effectively collects animal hair from carpets and other
textiles and efficiently collects dust.

PVA is very durable and thus ecological. The sponge can be washed in the washing
machine in 60 degrees. Keep dry and moisten before use. When dry, PVA is
antibacterial and does not smell like ordinary sponges. Due to the specific unique
qualities the product can last for many years of active use.

Universal Cleaning Sponge & Hair Remover

Product size: 15x8x5 cm 
Order size: 12 pcs 
Product code: 713593 
EAN-code: 6416977713593


